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not give internal remedies which prevent the formation
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if purulent infiltration follow the stage of red hepatization instead
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uneasy sensations along the spine are complained of.
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dr. hunter p. cooper has just been appointed surgeon
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nosis in a given case for diagnostic or clinical pur
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liquid gushes from the mouth and nose. the quantity of blood raised
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or rarely an abscess results with partial or complete destruction of
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volving a large part of the system and in no way a local
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the most important subjects are those of bradford and
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calculous pyelitis and particularly where there is a pyo
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puscles but there was still an excess of urates. the
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injected watery eye and a dry irritative laryngeal cough sometimes
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evidence of renal disease. an unfavorable prognosis
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the least satisfactory portion of the work is that upon
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rule is multiform in character and that the several
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prognosis. acute gout rarely fatal is prone to return but much
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may produce extensive disorganization of the kidneys or its passage
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i death. as to complications 6 of the cases had albu
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strains may be stated as follows 1 give the part rest
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that belongs to it. murchison says that he noted bron
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for the catarrhal process either of the following regulating the
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prime importance of hygienic measures in connection
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amount of ether used during this time was y ounces.
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ter and by richardson are unnecessarily complex and
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scope show the comma bacillus. the villi of the mucous
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may be checked by active internal astringents. he places
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cases of slowly developing dyspnoea is that in these
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minute or two in a tub or shallow trough containing it. some
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lameness may not be present although when inflamma
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mouth and a protruding tongue. this is followed by staggers which
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no stenosis after a parturition the severity of after
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